




 

The President’s Report by Ramón Newmann 

 
Well, 2020 has arrived! With any luck, the roll of the weather dice will be kinder to 
us this year compared to 2019 and we’ll get some timely rains across the State. 
Though we cannot complain too much when you look at what has happened in the 
eastern States where there has been such devastation to lives, property, flora and 
fauna. 
 
Notwithstanding the fact that it was so dry in parts of our State, WANOSCG had 
another great year – thanks to the tireless efforts of all of those members who have 
worked so hard throughout the year around WA helping to study and conserve 
orchids as well as helping others to enjoy the pleasures of our unique orchids. Many 
thanks to those unsung orchid heroes, who are too many to list here – but you 
know who you are! 
 
The Adopt an Orchid Project (ADORP) continues to be WANOSCG’s premier 
conservation initiative. It has grown in 2019 through the hard work of its members 
and Kevin Uhe’s leadership. Last year we heard how it has now reached the 
national stage and through the work of Jay and Bob Steer, one species, Thelymitra 
magnifica, is now due to receive legislative protection as a threatened species. You 
can read more about ADORP in Kevin’s 2019 report. 
 
Another key successful conservation and study project has been the pilot 2018 
WANOSCG Grant project – the building and deployment of protective cages for the 
threatened Drakaea elastica in Carrabungup Reserve by Ron Fauntleroy. 2019 saw 
the consolidation of this great project - with DBCA increasing its involvement by 
bringing in more scientific rigour and helping us to expand the scope by using the 
surplus cages to protect other threatened orchid species. A review of the 2018 
Grant process and the project itself will inform the 2020 Committee’s consideration 
of a new Grant this year. 
 
2019 saw top quality speakers at the General Meeting – from Members presenting 
their studies of specific orchids or areas, through to scientists presenting their 
orchid research from Kings Park to as far as Madagascar. We’ll see what 2020 brings 
us! 
 
The Bulletin continued to be a high-quality newsletter for the Group under the 
excellent editorship of Rachel Halls, who has brought in some great innovations. A 
synopsis of the great General Meeting presentations is now included in the Bulletin 
as well as scientific articles, thereby bringing this material to the full Membership 
and not only to those who can attend the Perth based meetings. Other innovations 
have included Your Orchid Story, Question Time, Spotlights and even some poetry 
from one of our Members. And the Member photographs are stunning! 
 
During 2019 the Southern River’s Group had their 10th Anniversary of their first field 
trip. Congratulations to those Members in the south of the State who have 
organised field trips, conservation projects and meetings over those 10 years, and 
many thanks to Anna de Haan for leading that group over all of that time (and for 
providing their Sightings Reports for the Database!). 
 
 

Report continued over page… 
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New Names and Nomenclatural Shenanigans 

By Andrew Brown 

In papers recently published in the Western Australian Herbarium journal Nuytsia (see 
links at the end of this article) a new species of duck orchid, Paracaleana is described and 
a new name is provided for the previously described common spider orchid, Caladenia 
vulgata.   
 
Paracaleana ferricola 
In November 2005 Fred and Jean Hort and Garry Brockman collected an unusual late 
flowering duck orchid in the Darling Range above Kelmscott, noting it grew with two other 
species of duck orchid Paracaleana nigrita and P. brockmanii but flowered later than P. 
nigrita and earlier than P. brockmanii. At first it was thought it may be a hybrid between 
those two species but it grew in pure populations and showed none of the morphological 
variation usually associated with hybrids. Interestingly, it grew in heavy lateritic soils 
containing an unusually high amount of Haematite, quite unlike the habitat of most 
Paracaleana species which grow in deep sandy soil. In formally describing the species in 
2019, Garry Brockman and I named it ferricola, from the Latin ferrum (iron) and the suffix 
-cola (dweller or inhabitant), reflecting on its preference for this unusual habitat. Prior to 
being formally described it was known as P. sp. ‘Darling Range’ 
 
The species is extremely rare and field surveys conducted since its discovery have resulted 
in just one additional population being found. When combined, the two known 
populations comprise just 30 flowering plants making it easily the rarest of our 
Paracaleana species. 
 
If you think you have found this late flowering species growing in heavy lateritic soils in 
the Darling Range (or elsewhere) we would love to hear from you. 
 
Caladenia varians 
When Steve Hopper and I named Caladenia vulgata in 2001 we inadvertently, chose a 
holotype that clearly belonged to C. incensum. This essentially meant the species had been 
named twice, first as C. incensum and then as C. vulgata. As incensum was the first name 
published it took precedence and vulgata was reduced to synonymy.  However, doing this 
left us with a problem. The orchid previously known as vulgata was in fact good species, it 
was just that the wrong type had been selected when it was named. In order to rectify this 
mistake it was necessary to select a new type for the species and provide it with a new 
name. Complicated shenanigans I know but under the auspices of the “International Code 
of Botanical Nomenclature” it was necessary to do this in order to validate the species. 
 
This means of course that the species formerly known as Caladenia vulgata is now C. 
varians.  
 
In the same paper Steve and I ague for the retention of a number of genera that had been 
recently submerged into Caladenia and Caleana.  Take a read and see if you agree or 
disagree with our view. 
 
Download links for the two papers:  https://florabase.dpaw.wa.gov.au/nuytsia/article/916 
and https://florabase.dpaw.wa.gov.au/nuytsia/article/919 . Happy reading. 
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